Walter Mantell, Geraldine Jewsbury, and
Race Relations in New Zealand
INCLUDED in the large collection of letters to and from the New Zealand politician Walter Mantell, in the Mantell Papers in the Alexander Turnbull Library,
is a sequence of over 500 letters from the English novelist and critic Geraldine
Jewsbury (1812-80). The two had met early in 1856 through her close friends
Thomas and Jane Carlyle, and by the following year were seeing and/or
corresponding with each other almost daily. In fact Jewsbury eventually fell in
love with Mantell, eight years her junior, and as he did not reciprocate her
affection, her letters in the months preceding his departure for New Zealand in
October 1859 were desperately passionate. Nevertheless they finally reached
some kind of understanding, and continued to write to each other, if rather more
temperately and rather less frequently. Jewsbury's last letter was written in April
1880, only months before her death.1
One result of their close relationship was that Mantell led Jewsbury to share
his strong concern over the British colonists' treatment of the Maori in New
Zealand. Having originally settled in New Zealand in 1840 at the age of 19,
Mantell had come back to England in 1855 to attempt to get the British
government to rectify what he saw as injustices done to the Maori by the New
Zealand government. His efforts proved both fruitless and distressing, so
Jewsbury's interest in the subject and sympathy with his views were very
welcome. They even wrote to each other under Maori names, she being 'Manu'
(bird) and he 'Matara' (a transliteration of 'Mantell'). To some extent, her
interest and sympathy were no doubt the result of her personal attachment to
Mantell, but her concern for the Maori had initially been aroused by a conversation (also at the Carlyles') with the former and future Governor of New
Zealand, Sir George Grey.2 Moreover, she was a woman who had always been
alert and responsive to social and political issues. Her first three novels, Zoe

1 The story of their relationship is told in Susanne Howe, Geraldine Jewsbury: Her life and
Errors, London, 1935, 147ff.; the whereabouts of most of Mantell's letters to Jewsbury is not
known. Her letters to Jane Carlyle (Selections from the Letters of Geraldine Endsor Jewsbury to
Jane Welsh Carlyle, ed. Mrs Alexander Ireland, London, 1892) have long been familiar to students
of the Carlyles, and in recent years have been used by scholars dealing with nineteenth-century
women's writing and the 'Woman Question'.
2 Jewsbury to Mantell, 10 March 1860, WBD Mantell Papers, MSS 83, fol.323, Alexander
Turnbull Library, Wellington.
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(1845), The Half Sisters (1848), and Marian Withers (1851), had dealt respectively with the controversial subjects of religious scepticism, the condition of
women, and the ramifications of industrialism, while her most recent effort, The
Sorrows of Gentility (1856), had focused on the consequences of an inter-class
marriage. In 1848, when revolution broke out in Paris, she had visited the city to
investigate developments. Her letters to Mantell both during his stay in England
and after his return to New Zealand make several comments on the Maori and
their predicament. For someone with no first-hand experience of either New
Zealand or Maoridom, they show a very engaged and sympathetic response; they
also show the frustration of a woman unable, on account of both her gender and
her circumstances, to influence events directly herself. In their treatment of
Mantell himself the letters also throw light on the career and character of a man
whose life would possibly repay further study.
During his 15 years in New Zealand, Walter Mantell had been involved in
forming the European settlements at Wanganui and Taranaki, had worked for the
New Zealand Company, and had held official positions in Wellington such as
Postmaster and Superintendent of Military Roads. He has also been a pioneer in
the study of New Zealand bird life, especially the moa, the takahe (Notornis
mantelli), and the North Island brown kiwi (Apteryx australis mantelli), and had
sent many specimens of bones and skins to England. (His father Gideon Mantell
was a prominent geologist and discoverer of the iguanadon.)3 But the seminal
influence of this period — and possibly of Mantell's whole life — was his
involvement in buying land on the Crown's behalf from the Maori of the South
Island. In 1848 Henry Kemp had been sent to arrange to buy a large area of the
island, stretching from Nelson to the Otago region, and to make reserves on it for
the local Maori tribe, the Ngai Tahu—according to Lieutenant-Governor Eyre's
instructions, 'ample portion . . . for their present and prospective wants'. 4 This
he did quite inefficiently, failing to define clearly all the boundaries of the block
or the Maori reserves, and making out the deed of sale to the New Zealand
Company instead of to the Crown. Later in the same year Mantell was appointed
as Commissioner for the Extinguishment of Native Titles in the-Middle [i.e.
South] Island in order to set aside the reserves. In accordance with Governor

3 Mantell's scientific career has been discussed by T. G. Vallance, 'Gideon Mantell
(1790-1852): A Focus for Study in the History of Geology at the Turnbull Library', in In Search
ofNew Zealand's Scientific Heritage, ed. M. E. Hoare andL. G. Bell, Wellington, 1984, pp.91-100;
Jacob W. Gruber, 'The Moa and the Professionalizing of New Zealand Science', Turnbull Library
Record, XX, 2 (1987), pp.61-100; C.A. Fleming, Science, Settlers, and Scholars: The Centennial
History ofthe Royal Society ofNew Zealand, Wellington, 1988; J.R.H. Andrews, The Southern Ark:
Zoological Discovery in New Zealand,1769-1900, Auckland, 1986.1 am grateful to Mr Garry J.
Tee for drawing my attention to the first three of these references, and to Dr Kendrick Smithyman
for drawing my attention to the last.
4 J.D.Ormond to Mantell, 2 August 1848, Mantell Papers, MSS 83, fol.149; for fuller
discussion of the purchase see Appendices to the Journals of the House ofRepresentatives (AJHR),
1888, 1-8, pp.8, 34-36, 87-92; also Harry C.Evison, Ngai Tahu Land Rights and the Crown
Pastoral Lease Lands in the South Island of New Zealand, Christchurch, 1986, pp.l9ff., 50-51. A
claim by the Ngai Tahu involving the blocks bought by Mantell and others for the Crown in the
South Island is currently before the Waitangi Tribunal.
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Grey's instructions, he allowed on average only ten acres per head, and that not
always land of any use for subsistence; it was certainly less than the Ngai Tahu
were seeking. Later he negotiated over the Banks Peninsula area, threatening to
treat with the French settlers in the region in order to get the Ngai Tahu to accept
the Crown's offer. He bought two areas for a total of £500, providing small
reserves that contained little arable land. In his various negotiations, Mantell
promised the Ngai Tahu that they would benefit from selling their land to the
Pakeha, because the government undertook to provide them with schools,
hospitals, and general care for their welfare. According to Mantell, Eyre had
verbally given him the authority to make such promises.5
Yet within a few years Mantell had come to feel both disgusted by the
government's conduct and guilty about his own: disgusted, because the schools,
hospitals, etc. which he had promised on the government's behalf had not
materialized, and guilty, because he had been the one to convey such promises.
Eventually, at the request of some Maori leaders, he decided to go to England and
appeal directly to Henry Labouchere, Secretary of State for the Colonies.
Refused an interview, he wrote some very forthright and outspoken letters to the
Colonial Office, drawing attention to the dishonoured promises and accusing the
Native Department of the New Zealand government of being concerned solely
with acquiring Maori land at the lowest possible prices.6 Labouchere, however,
declined to take any steps without referring the case — and Mantell's letters —
to the New Zealand government, the very body whom Mantell saw as the cause
of the problem. Mantell's response to this was to declare that, had he realized
what Labouchere's attitude would be, he would have resigned immediately his
position as Commissioner of Crown Lands for Otago, so as to devote himself to
getting the government's promises to the Maori fulfilled. The benefits he was
claiming for them, he said, were' such a s . . . any civilized nation, occupying the
territory of a less civilized race, is in honour bound to provide for that race'.7
The emphasis in Mantell's letters to the Colonial Office is on the obligation
of the British to provide the Maori with what he saw as the benefits of European
civilization. He does not suggest that, in view of the unfulfilled promises, land
should be returned to the Maori, or extra money be paid them; nor does he express
disquiet at this time about the size of the reserves he had allowed. His
assumptions seem to have been that European culture was superior to that of the
Maori, and that the latter race was both able and willing to become 'civilized'.
But given the pervasiveness at this period of the belief in the inherent superiority
of the 'civilized' European races over all others, Mantell's attitudes can at least

5 Mantell to Labouchere (Secretary of State for the Colonies), 5 July 1856, and to (Permanent
Under-Secretary) Merivale, 31 July 1856, cit. Alexander Mackay, comp., A Compendium of
Official Documents Relative to Native Affairs in the South Island of New Zealand, 2 vols,
Wellington, 1873, II, pp.82-84. It was common for the government and the New Zealand Company
to promise schools and hospitals in lieu of high prices when buying land from Maori. See M.P.K.
Sorrenson, 'How to Civilize Savages: Some "Answers" from Nineteenth-Century New Zealand',
New Zealand Journal of History, 9, 2 (1975), pp.97-100, at pp. 103-4.
6 Mackay, II, pp.82-85.
7 Mantell to Merivale, 12 August 1856, cit. Mackay, II, pp.86-87.
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be seen as more humane than many, analogous perhaps to those of many
missionaries in New Zealand, or of the Aborigines' Protection Society in Britain.
Unlike many of the settlers, he was neither contemptuous of, nor antagonistic to,
the Maori as a race of 'savages' beyond redemption. Nor did he accept the
common belief that the Maori, as an inferior race, would die out as the inevitable
result of the influence of a superior one. Such a notion would gain increased
currency from the 1860s through the impact of Social Darwinism. In 1864,
Alfred Wallace was to declare that' [i]t is the . . . great law of "the preservation
of favoured races in the struggle for life", which leads to the inevitable extinction
of all those low and mentally-undeveloped populations with which Europeans
come in contact'. Therefore' [t]he red Indian in North America, and in Brazil; the
Tasmanian, Australian and New Zealander in the southern hemisphere, die out,
not from any one special cause, but from the inevitable effects of an unequal
mental and physical struggle'. 8 Despite his interest in the geological discoveries
which fostered the growth of Social Darwinism, Mantell's ideas about race have
more in common with those of a prominent anthropologist of the preceding
generation. James Cowles Prichard had argued that all the different races were
descended from the same forebears, and that all the branches of the human family
had the same basic feelings and mental capacities, albeit these were developed
to different points in different races.9 In one of the short sequence of his letters
to Geraldine Jewsbury that survives (October to December 1857), Mantell
expresses the view that the good and great men of the past, such as those of
classical Greece and Rome, are the forefathers not only of the European races but
also of the 'poor New Zealand bushman'. 10
Geraldine Jewsbury sympathized strongly with Mantell's troubles with the
men at the Colonial Office, whom she christened the 'circumlocution people' 11
— t h e abbreviation 'C.O.' used in their correspondence stood for both 'Colonial
Office' and 'Circumlocution Office', the term for bureaucratic government
departments just coined by Dickens in Little Dorrit (1856-7). She read some
letters to Mantell from Maori outlining their grievances (possibly the ones which
prompted his approaches to the C.O.), and they inspired her to write to him,
saying' [tjhey are very touching—I have not ever that I recollect read any thing
more eloquent'. She went on to declare that' [t]he Maori have at least one more
sympathiser & well wisher in me — if ever I can be of any help, either by money
or by writing or by any other method—I count on you to point out the way'. She
feels that' [sjomething must be done for them', since' [s]uch a people cannot be
8 'The Origin of Human Races and the Antiquity of Man deduced from the Theory of "Natural
Selection" ', Journal of the Anthropological Society, II (1864), pp. clviii-clxx, at pp. clxiv-clxv;
repr. Michael D. Biddiss, ed., Images of Race, Leicester, 1979, pp.39-54, at pp.47^48.
9 'The psychological comparison of human races', in Book III of the 1836-47 ed. of Prichard's
Researches into the Physical History of Man, discussed by George W. Stocking jun. in his
introduction to the reprint of the first ed., pp. lxxxiii-lxxxiv. The bearing of nineteenth-century
racial attitudes on attitudes to the Maori is discussed by Keith Sinclair in The Origins of the Maori
Wars, Wellington, 1961, pp.1-26, and James Belich, The New Zealand Wars and the Victorian
Interpretation of Racial Conflict, Auckland, 1986, pp.314ff„ among others.
10 Mantell to Jewsbury, 27-28 October 1857, WBD Mantell Papers, MSS 83, fol.339.
11 Jewsbury to Mantell, 29 January 1857, WBD Mantell Papers, MSS 83, fol.308.
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left to perish — the sin that will lie at our door as a Country if they are!"2
Jewsbury was imbued with a strong sense of the duty that one owed to oneself,
to society, and to God to work hard, using one's talents and opportunities to the
full. This was hardly an unusual attitude for the period, but in her case it had been
the outcome of a long and agonizing struggle with religious doubt; in fact her
friendship with the Carlyles had risen from a correspondence she had begun with
Thomas Carlyle in 1840 (after reading Sartor Resartus and some of his essays),
in which she had sought his advice about how to cope with religious doubt and
find some purpose in life.13 Since then, she had fought discouragement and
difficulties to establish herself as a successful novelist and journalist — she
wrote reviews for The Athenaeum and articles for Household Words. So,
believing strongly as she did in the value of hard work in general and writing in
particular, she urged Mantell to use what she considered his great talents to write
something that would publicize his views on New Zealand issues. To this end,
she approached Blackett, of her publishers Hurst and Blackett, and found that he
would welcome a good book about New Zealand, and she received a similarly
encouraging response about articles on New Zealand from Wills, her contact at
Household Words,14 She urged Mantell, too, to try to write articles for the
Westminister Review, something that their mutual acquaintance Herbert Spencer
was apparently anxious for him to do as well.15 She wanted him to write about
'your New Zealand', and was convinced that 'it w'd do you a world of good to
write out all that lies in yr mind'. Mantell is not using his 'great faculties and
capabilities', and when that happens, 'they eat into one like an unexpected
reverse or like rust'.16
As well as his letters from Maori, Mantell also showed Jewsbury a journal and
maps of a three-day journey he had made through an area of New Zealand where
the European settlers had never before ventured, and this inspired Jewsbury's
most extended and passionate plea for Mantell to write up and publish his
experiences and opinions, and thus fill out the intriguing hints contained in the
'official brie/language' of the journal: 'I want to know the history of what went
on in three day's journeys — over a new country where you knew not whither
you went — except that it was towards the setting sun — a mystery & romance
lies hid in those barren day jottings . . . if no other good thing befal a man in his
life time such a journey as that was worth all the trouble of being born.' As
someone whose gender would prevent her from ever making such a journey
herself, she wants to know more 'about the forest — & about the fires — & . . .
about the sounds you heard in that strange land — was the air still—& were there
birds? & insects? What was the life going on? & at night — What were the stars
like?—The silence & all this natural voice of a new land is one of the mysterious

12 Jewsbury to Mantell, undated, WBD Mantell Papers, MSS 83, fol.329.
13 The correspondence between Jewsbury and Carlyle is in Geraldine Jewsbury, MS Papers
544 and MS Carlyle Acc. bk 15, 1258, Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington.
14 Jewsbury to Mantell, 5 March and 23 July 1857, WBD Mantell Papers, MSS 83, ff. 308,309.
15 Jewsbury to Mantell, 20 June 1857, WBD Mantell Papers, MSS 83, fol.309.
16 Jewsbury to Mantell, 5 March 1857, WBD Mantell Papers, MSS 83, fol.308.
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things that comes from the invisible world — & can be known but to very few.' 17
Jewsbury was clearly fascinated by this 'new land', eager to know more.
Moreover, her comment on Mantell's notes about the Maori he met on the
journey suggests that both of them may have had some fitful capacity to respect
the Maori for what they were, instead of inevitably considering them simply as
potential beneficiaries of European culture: 'The little slight indications about
the Natives excite a strong interest because they shew that the Natives are not
judged from the outside by one full of his own individuality & imposing it on
them & comparing them with what they look to another phase of development
— but they are seen as they are — & they are judged lovingly — & others are
made to feel well & respectfully to them—as towards people who have a perfect
right to be themselves.'
Mantell does not appear to have produced any articles about New Zealand or
made any effort to write up his travels. He was disillusioned and discouraged by
his experience of the Colonial Office, and, to judge by his correspondence with
Jewsbury, he was apt both to feel scom and to scom others. He tells her of being
destitute of hope, and of 'scorn' being his 'destiny', and writes in a tone of 'proud
scornful bitterness'.18 Hence she informs him of how she too had once taken this
attitude to life, being 'tempted of the Devil — to do many rash things chiefly &
most frequently — to cut my throat'. But as a woman, she had had to sit still and
bear it all. Recalling how she had conquered her despair with Carlyle's help, she
urges Mantell to believe that finding an outlet and employment for his capacities
will assuage his weariness and discouragement, and that he will eventually be
able to 'distil his life out of the depth of days of blackness and misery such as one
does not willingly recal to mind'. In her view, he has the power to be anything
from a ploughman to Colonial Secretary.19 This is not the place for an exhaustive
study of Mantell' s political career, but his conduct does seem to show a continual
uncertainty about which path to follow — whether to work for his conception of
justice to the Maori within the political system, or to retire to his property,
cultivating his garden, if not driving his plough.
Mantell arrived back in New Zealand early in 1860, was elected MHR for
Wallace in 1861, and was Native Minister for a few months in the same year. He
accepted the portfolio on the condition that the government would fulfil the
promises that Mantell had made to the Ngai Tahu, and provide also an extra
reserve of 400 acres for them.20 When the government reneged on this under17 Jewsbury to Mantell, 11 April 1857, WBD Mantell Papers, MSS 83, fol.308. It is not
possible to identifyfromJewsbury's account which of Mantell's many land-buying and geological
journeys the journal describes, but the journey seems too brief to be either the one recorded in his
'Diary of a journey after Moa bones, 1847' (WBD Mantell Papers, MSS 83, fol.420) or his trip
through the Murihiku block (another South Island area he bought for the Crown) in 1851-52,
recorded in his official report (repr. Mackay, I, 277ff.) and a journal repr. in Herries Beattie, The
Pioneers Explore Otago, Dunedin, 1947, pp.112-32.
18 Mantell to Jewsbury, 4 November 1857, WBD Mantell Papers, MSS 83, fol.339; Jewsbury
to Mantell, 6 March and 17 July 1857, WBD Mantell Papers, MSS 83, fols 308, 309.
19 Jewsbury to Mantell, 6 March and 27 May 1857, WBD Mantell Papers, MSS 83, fol.308.
20 AJHR, 1888,1-8, p.87, and Mantell to (Premier) Fox, 11 July 1861, WBD Mantell Papers
MSS 83, fol.338.
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taking, Mantell resigned. In 1862 we find him supporting the new Native Lands
Bill: although this Bill, which allowed for a court presided over by a European
magistrate to determine land ownership, was designed mainly to accelerate
settler purchase of Maori land, Mantell seems to have thought that some kind of
legal control over land dealings would be an improvement on what he saw as the
chicanery of the past. He describes buying Maori land as having been 'a very
dirty business' in which he would never have been involved had he realized that
it would mean pauperizing the Maori, and he accuses the government of
profiteering from it.21 In the following year he draws attention to unfulfilled
promises of land grants made in 1854 to the Maori wives and mixed-race children
of some Otago men, 22 and speaks feelingly against the Suppression of Rebellion
Bill, which authorized the Governor to arrest, detain indefinitely, and possibly
have court-martialled anyone suspected of complicity in the 'rebellion'. His
speech is worth quoting at length, as it conveys not only Mantell's strong sense
of the Bill's injustice, but also the sarcastic tone habitual in his parliamentary
speeches:
[This is] one of the most perfect Bills ever laid on the table—he meant that to him it was
one of the most perfectly atrocious interferences with the liberty of the subject he had ever
known. Why, a man might be brought under its operation because he was suspected of
aiding or comforting somebody who was suspected to be in rebellion against a Queen
whose existence the suspected rebel might himself suspect, but as to whom he really knew
nothing; and, being so brought under the Bill, the victim might be called before a
drumhead Court-material, composed of a major or lieutenant-colonel — a kind of man
selected for his high legal knowledge and great love of liberty — assisted by three men
of less knowledge and ability, selected therefor, and be subjected to anything from
imprisonment to death — the officers would approach their task with the greater
diffidence because their act, whatever it might be, was sanctioned beforehand.
He goes on to refer to a belief in the army that peace would be possible if a
'bishop or archdeacon or two' were hanged, and to claim that the head of the
churchmaybe in danger from the Bill, since he i s ' "suspected"—by unthinking
persons perhaps; but the fact of being unthinking did not disqualify anyone for
a commission in Her Majesty's forces, or from being a field officer'. 23
From December 1864 till 27 July 1865 Mantell was once again Native
Minister, but again he felt obliged to resign, being deeply offended on two
counts. One was the efforts of the Otago Provincial Council to get the government to transfer to it a three-acre Maori reserve established by Mantell in Princes
St, Dunedin, in 1852: according to Mantell, one of his colleagues suddenly
changed his position on the issue a short time after expressing a contrary view
in a conversation with himself, and he had come to feel that he could no longer
inspire the Maori with confidence in the government, whose sole Native policy

21 New Zealand Parliamentary Debates (NZPD), 1861-1863, p.620; Claudia Orange, The
Treaty ofWaitangi, Wellington, 1987, pp.162-3.
22 NZPD, 1861-1863, p.910.
23 ibid., p.795; Orange, p. 169.
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seemed to him to be 'to take the Native lands'.24 Secondly, he had been incensed
by comments made about him by Lieutenant-General Sir Duncan Cameron in
letters to Grey. Cameron had disagreed with the strategy advocated by Mantell
in the war against the Maori tribes in the Waikato, calling the strategy' trash' and
Mantell himself' an excitable person, entirely devoid of common sense', who did
not care how many British soldiers' lives were lost. According to the Times
correspondent, Mantell felt that this was language 'which no gentleman could
brook'25—although Mantell's views on army officers make it hardly surprising.
From the back benches and later (1866 onwards) from the Legislative
Council, Mantell continued to comment on Maori issues, but never again held
ministerial office. He continued to aid those involved in the Princes St reserve
case, entering in 1867 into an acrimonious correspondence with the then Native
Minister, J. C. Richmond.26 Speaking in Parliament on the war soon after his
resignation, he told the story of the South Island land sales to support his
argument that the war with the North Island Maori was attributable to 'long pentup angry feelings arising from the injuries of years'.27 He also maintained, in a
letter of 1866 to William Rolleston, Under-Secretary of the Native Department,
concerning a dispute over Maori eel-weirs near Lake Ellesmere, that Kemp's
deed, which he and Kemp has tried to persuade the Ngai Tahu was a legally valid
document, had been declared by the Crown Law Officer of the period to be' "not
worth the parchment on which it was written"': it had been made out to Colonel
Wakefield (of the New Zealand Company) instead of to the Crown and not all
the Maori who had signed it were actually the owners of the land in question.28
In the same year, he spoke against a Bill indemnifying soldiers for their alleged
mistreatment of Maori on their own side, and demanded a Commission of
Inquiry into the allegations; the Bill was passed, but Mantell insisted on his
dissent being registered.29 In the following year, he opposed the creation of four
seats specifically for Maori on the grounds that their interests would be better
represented if they were included on the common roll, and was of course equally
unsuccessful in this case.30 Given the unpopularity of Mantell's views in Parliament, one wonders how he had reacted on hearing from Geraldine Jewsbury late
in 1865 that, according to an old county history of Sussex, five of the seven
Walter Mantells among his ancestors had been executed for high treason.31

24 NZPD, 1864-1866, pp.198, 343; AJHR, 1888,1-8, p.92; Alan Ward, A Show of Justice:
Racial 'Amalgamation' in Nineteenth-Century New Zealand, Canberra, 1974, p.183.
25 A.J. Harrop, England and the Maori Wars, London, 1937, pp.253, 265; J. Rutherford, Sir
George Grey: A Study in Colonial Government, London, 1961, pp.528-9.
26 cit. Mackay, I, pp. 146-52.
27 NZPD, 1864-1866, p.470.
28 Mantell to Rolleston, 12 April 1866, cit. Mackay, 1,241-2. See also Mantell's parliamentary
speech of 12 October 1875, NZPD, 1875, 19, pp.393-5.
29 NZPD, 1864-1866, pp.900-1, 906.
30 Ward, p.209.
31 Jewsbury to Mantell, 18 September 1865, WBD Mantell Papers, MSS 83, fol.326. Sidney
Spokes's biography of Gideon Mantell includes a genealogy showing that two Walter Mantells
among the family's forebears were executed for their involvement in the Wyatt Rebellion of 1554.
Gideon Algernon Mantell LLD, FRCS, FRS, Surgeon and Geologist, London, 1927, frontispiece.
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Back in England, Geraldine Jewsbury followed developments in New Zealand with great interest, and continually urged Mantell to do his utmost to
publicize his views and put his ideas into effect. In August and September 1860,
having heard the news of the outbreak of the war with the Maori in Taranaki, she
encourages him to send her any information he considers should be known in
England, 'any authentic statement of the fact of things as they are', since she
believes she can persuade Lord Llanover, 'a very good just man' who would 'do
his best to promote justice', to present it to the House of Lords.32 Some months
later she repeats the request, saying that anything Mantell said would have
weight. 33 Butby now she is less interested in what Mantell may write for English
consumption than in what he may achieve by taking an active role in New
Zealand public life. As she learns of the vagaries of Mantell's career and his
constant doubts about the value of getting involved in politics, Jewsbury sends
him a stream of encouraging words mixed with exhortations to do his duty,
however imperfect the conditions. On 17 February 1861, on hearing of his
decision to stand for Parliament, she tells him that 'you will never know rest
peace or any satisfaction of mind until you are adequately using the great ability
& faculty wh. it has pleased God to give y o u — y o u cannot live to yr self you must
work for others'. 34 In July, she declares she has no sympathy with his 'threatened
renunciation' of his work:
you have not yet earned the right "de cultiver votre jardin" at present you have braced
on yr armour — eaten that piece of Pudding in the Wilderness to strengthen yr heart &
yr powers all belong now to yr country! You have put yr hand to the Plough don't let me
hear one word about looking back, — much less about "leaving off'! goodness gracious
you have a whole harvest of Briars and thistles to extirpate! I do expect a man's work from
you. You have the Work before you & tho' the condition of things might no doubt be better
or bettered they are the conditions given you.40
On learning that he is Native Minister, she writes:
Dear Matara you will not be able to do all you wish — but do keep yr patience with all
the hindrances and stupidities and worse and those provoking things & people you will
encounter—you are the truest and most disinterested friend of the Maoris that they have
in the whole world... you must not let any disgust tempt you from yr post — you have
a sacred trust to fulfil & do not belong to yrself... the circumstances whatever they may
be in wh. you are placed — are the tools & elements with wh. you are expected 'by those
up there' (as Mrs Poyser says) to do yr work.36
When he resigns from the Ministry at the end of 1861, she explains that,
although she can appreciate his reasons for doing so, she hopes he will regain
32 Jewsbury to Mantell, 16 August and 10 September 1860, WBD Mantell Papers, MSS 83,
fol.323.
33 Jewsbury to Mantell, 24 April 1861, WBD Mantell Papers, MSS 83, fol.323.
34 Jewsbury to Mantell, 17 February 1861, WBD Mantell Papers, MSS 83, fol.323.
35 Jewsbury to Mantell, 25 July 1861, WBD Mantell Papers, MSS 83, fol.323.
36 Jewsbury to Mantell, 19 October 1861, WBD Mantell Papers, MSS 83, fol.323.
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office after considering
the main question viz. to get as much good effected as possible both for the Natives in
particular & the Colony in general — do not sacrifice real work to any metaphysical
scruples of "delicacy" or overstrained ideas of what other people under different or
possible combinations of things might think or say—do not let the temptation of returning
to the shades & comforts of Maru Marana [his property] delude you or entice you to accept
insufficient reasons for leaving the brunt of the battle.... Go to yr Governmental work
as you go to yr hedging & ditching, without stopping to consider whether it looks dignified
for a man in your position.37
Like her letter about Mantell's exploration, these letters convey the impression that Jewsbury herself wished she could be in Mantell's position, wished she
could take action herself, rather than being forced by both her gender and her
distance from New Zealand to confine herself to passionate exhortations. They
also imply that she thought Mantell too inclined to demand perfection in his
colleagues and, in the conditions in which he worked, too willing to give up his
efforts out of exaggerated scruples or pride, too prone to take offence. As the
years go on she becomes rather more impatient with his complaints. In July 1866,
after his final resignation as Native Minister, she writes that she i s ' very sorry to
hear your reports of the Colony but my dear if those who are the Salt the leaven
of better things hold themselves aloof — what can be expected instead of railing
why not face them & protest',38 and a couple of months later, on learning of his
appointment to the Legislative Council, she tells him: 'I am very glad to see that
you are in harness again & I don't in the least care for any of yr complaints or
kicking or jibbing'. 39
Jewsbury's interest in New Zealand affairs extended beyond Mantell's career
— i n fact her anxiety that he have an active life was fuelled largely by her concern
about the predicament of the Maori as news reached her during the 1860s through
Mantell's letters and the press of the various battles against them. Like Mantell,
she tended to attribute the breakdown of racial harmony to the Pakeha failure to
fulfil their obligations to a people to whom they should have passed on what she
saw as the benefits of European civilization. Early in 1861, she reports to Mantell
that 'every body is grieved that so brave a people with such capabilities for being
friends worth having & worthy of being made our equals (I mean in the benefits
we have acquired thru ages of culture and civilization) shd be mismanaged &
made into our enemies', 40 and three months latter she declares that 'those "noble
savages" are too good to be shot down on mistaken grounds' ,41 In August she tells
him: 'The war going on with [the Maori] is pain & grief to me & I am sure the
fact of there being a War on a[ny?] pretext whatever is a disgrace to us — it is
like grown people quarrelling with children & using their strength to kill them
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Jewsbuiy to Mantell, 23 January 1862, WBD Mantell Papers, MSS 83, fol.324.
Jewsbury to Mantell, 19 July 1866, WBD Mantell Papers, MSS 83, fol.327.
Jewsbury to Mantell, 19 September 1866, WBD Mantell Papers, MSS 83, fol.327.
Jewsbury to Mantell, 23 January 1861, WBD Mantell Papers, MSS 83, fol.323.
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— we are worse than the wicked Uncle to the Babes in the Wood.'42 In October
1864, on hearing that 'the neck of the war is broken', she expresses her anxiety
over the terms of peace the Maori are likely to get: '[i]f we have conquered we
ought at least to govern them well — wh. we have never tried to do yet.'43 And
on reading of another outbreak of hostilities in 1869, she writes:' [t]he slaughter
of those brave Natives wrings my heart surely we might have done something
better with them than killing them — they are better generals than our own'. 44
Mantell does not seem to have done anything to publicize his views in
England, but Jewsbury was herself able to give them some exposure in The
Athenaeum through reviewing a book expressing an outlook similar to his, John
Eldon Gorst's The Maori King; or, the Story of our Quarrel with the Natives of
New Zealand.*5 The review is rather odd in that it quotes and paraphrases Gorst's
book at length, but only really covers the material in the first two-fifths of it, and
gives the impression of being suddenly cut short. Since the article as it stands is
well over the average length for the paper's book reviews, covering over two
(large) pages, it is possible that Jewsbury had been carried away by her
enthusiasm for the subject and been told to cut the review. And as she was usually
asked to review novels, it is quite possible that she specifically asked to be
allowed to write about Gorst's book. In any case, the article outlines Gorst's
account of the breakdown of relations between Maori and Pakeha, which he
attributes largely to the increasing numbers of the settlers, the desire of many of
them to get hold of Maori land without any consideration for the Maori, and the
government's habit of buying land cheap from Maori and selling it dear to
Pakeha. She also traces Gorst's discussion of the political inequalities and social
prejudices from which Maori suffered — the fact that the system of franchise
introduced with self-government meant that most Maori could not vote, the gross
insults the Maori had to bear from the less educated settlers, and white men's
habits of abandoning their children by Maori women.46 The parts of the article
which are not directly quoted or paraphrased from Gorst do, however, suggest
that Jewsbury's analysis of the situation has slightly different emphases from his.
She expands on Gorst's discussion of the political injustice to the Maori
embodied in the new constitution, presenting it as a major cause of the wars, and
whereas Gorst sees the main dereliction of duty on the part of the colonists
towards the Maori as the failure to provide them with strong government,
Jewsbury sees it as the government's dishonouring of their promises to provide
the Maori with schools and hospitals in lieu of high prices for their land—a view
which probably reflects her absorption of Mantell's experiences and opinions.
Jewsbury's own comments in the review also bring out clearly the extent to
which her sympathy for the Maori was based on what she considered to be their
potential to benefitfromEuropean civilization. She waxes eloquent on the Maori
42 Jewsbury to Mantell, 18 August 1861, WBD Mantell Papers, MSS 83, fol.323.
43 Jewsbury to Mantell, 23 October 1864, WBD Mantell Papers, MSS 83, fol.326.
44 Jewsbury to Mantell, 24 March 1869, WBD Mantell Papers, MSS 83, fol.327.
45 The Athenaeum, 1 October 1864, pp.423-5.
46 John Eldon Gorst, The Maori King.. .[1864], ed. Keith Sinclair, New Zealand and London,
1959, pp.43-52.
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'teachableness and great desire for improvement', claiming that a good white
man is to the Maori 'the beautiful flower and culmination of all they could
imagine perfect and desirable in human life'.Their 'child-like docility', she goes
on, 'is one of the most touching traits of the Maori character', and this is the
reason why the English 'feel both shame and regret at having so ill fulfilled the
duties of elder brethren'. Furthermore, she even goes so far to as declare that in
their capacity to become civilized, the Maori 'differ from all the native uncivilized tribes of other lands with whom we have had dealings'. Yet her careful
limiting of her argument to the Maori, as well as the fact that her tone here is more
sentimentally patronizing than that of her letters, possibly reflect not so much her
own attitudes as the awareness of an experienced critic of what would be likely
to go down well with the magazine's readers.
From the mid-1860s Jewsbury's letters to Mantell take on an occasionally
irreverent tone, in keeping with her annoyance over her attitude to political life
(and possibly reflecting, too, her reaction to learning in 1866 through a third party
that he had been married for over two years). She encloses in her letters two
cartoon-style sketches of Mantell, one showing him surrounded by cats and piles
of parliamentary documents, the other (by her friend Elizabeth Paulet) featuring
Mantell trying to fit together the skeleton of a moa. Mantell had kept up his
interest in the prehistoric bird, delivering a paper on it to the New Zealand
Institute in 1868.47 Jewsbury wrote of this latter sketch: '[h]ere is a wonderful
picture intended to represent you and your Cats and your Moa!... I told [Mrs
Paulet] the Moa was a gigantic goose as big as an elephant — I told her to make
you very good looking but as she imagined you were like a certain man we knew
years ago with a dash of Ku [Mantell's friend John George Cooke] superadded
—the result has been something to frighten the Crows—but as she said "I made
him look very clever" so that may be compensation.' By the 1870s the letters are
becoming shorter as Jewsbury starts to have trouble with her eyesight, and they
have little to say about New Zealand affairs.
Meanwhile Mantell continued to argue for what he saw as the rights of the
South Island Maori. In 1868, he gave evidence to the Native Land Court in a
dispute over the reserves in the 'Port Levy' block on the Banks Peninsula,
claiming that, although at the time he had believed the reserves he had provided
were sufficient, according as they did with the then accepted benchmark of ten
acres per head, he now considered them inadequate. He also recalled the
intimidatory tactics he had used in his negotiations, and declared, 'I am not
prepared to swear that any single step taken by me or by the Government with
respect to these Natives was fair'.48In 1869 he strove to clarify, particularly for
Maori, the implications of the Treaty of Waitangi, by demanding that both Maori
and English versions be tabled in Parliament, together with accurate translations

47 The sketches are enclosed in the letters of25 March 1867 and 11 April 1868, WBD Mantell
Papers, MSS 83, fol.327. Mantell spoke to the New Zealand Institute on the moa on 19 September
1868. See Transactions and Proceedings of the New Zealand Institute, I (1869), pp.18-19.
48 AJHR, 1888,1-8, pp.34ff.
49 Orange, pp. 182-3.
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of each into the other language.49 In a debate of 1875 over allegations that
government agents were profiting personally from land sales, he once again told
the story of his negotiations with the Ngai Tahu and of the promises that had not
been kept, and spoke feelingly of the self-approach which he would now carry
'to his grave'. If New Zealand failed to preserve 'scrupulous integrity and
honour' in its dealings with Maori over land, he said, then the country would find
it difficult to maintain its reputation when it had a 'national existence' and a
'character of its own'.50
The tendency to take refuge in scorn and bitterness which Geraldine Jewsbury
had criticized remained strong in Mantell, and apparently increased as he became
less hopeful that justice would ever be done. By 1888, when a Parliamentary
Select Committee on Middle Island Native Claims called him to give evidence
on his dealings with the Ngai Tahu, he said in bitter and sarcastic strains that he
now doubted that the government had ever intended to fulfil the promises he had
made on its behalf; he thought it was too late to act on them 40 years after the
event, and he had lost interest in the matter.» Although I cannot claim to offer here
any detailed interpretation of Mantell's character or career, I think that the two
brief analyses of him in William Gisborne's New Zealand Rulers and Statesmen,
if rather unsympathetic, are consistent with the impression created by both
Jewsbury's letters and some of the records of his public life. In the 1886 edition
Gisbome commends Mantell's'natural abilities . . . ofthe highest order' and his
wealth of knowledge, especially on 'native subjects'. But just as Jewsbury had
criticized him for not making adequate use of his talents, Gisborne comments on
the difficulty of getting Mantell to 'unpack his intellectual wealth, and circulate
it for general use'. To Gisborne, Mantell is 'an elaborate system of waterworks
which combine the latest improvements of science, and only fail in giving water'.
He goes on to discuss Mantell's political conduct thus: 'Politically speaking, Mr
Mantell is what is called a philosopher; he is always alone in a cave; he agrees
with no one, and sometimes scarcely agrees with himself. He will not join in the
battle of political life, but loves to lie hid on the outskirts, and "shoot folly as it
flies".... As a satirist, Mr Mantell is undoubtedly great; he is caustic, cynical,
and unequalled in epigrammatic wit.'52 The second description, however,
published after Mantell's death, softens many of the earlier comments, and
shows some inkling of the possible reasons for Mantell's habitual cynicism:
' [t]he truth is that he was a man of intense feelings which he draped from the outer
world under a rather repellant covering of cynicism. He had a contempt for
hypocrisy and deceit, and his hatred of injustice was implacable.'53
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